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ABSTRACT
The introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT) and smartphone
ubiquity has generated interest in leveraging smartphones for deploying and running sophisticated mobile sound applications. Modern smartphones have good connectivity, a significant amount of
processing, and are always with us, making them an ideal candidate for envisioned applications. Many such applications have
stringent latency requirements and in some cases, special I/O capabilities. One example is a class of real-time audio applications that
require the ability to overlay sounds of different frequencies for
joint playback. Currently, Android is unable to provide such tight
timing requirement due to the design decisions for the underlying
platform.
In this paper, we present a new architecture for scheduling and
managing sound playback that supports overlays. We show that
our prototype has competitive performance and significantly reduces latency spikes compared to stock Android. We evaluated
our system on both micro benchmarks as well as sound applications including a wind farm monitoring application that leverages
sound to detect micro fractures and a multiphase surround sound
playback application that leverages sound overlays to coordinate
between multiple devices.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT), and smartphone
ubiquity and sophistication has generated interest in leveraging smartphones for deploying and running complex sound applications. For
example, the medical device industry has proposed the usage of
smartphones as an additional sound processing device for next generation cochlear implants [4]. The entertainment industry envisions using sound processing between multiple phones for surround
sound playback [2, 10] and virtual music instrument applications [1].
Others have proposed to leverage smartphone-based sound processing for gesture recognition [11], voice recognition [27], calorie monitoring and tracking [20], indoor localization [16, 19, 22],
sound based distance measurements [16], and as a component of
large virtual and augmented reality devices [5]. Given a smartphoneś computing, communication, and sensing capabilities, and
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their near-permanent presence with their owner, they are ideal for
these proposed applications and more.
A number of acoustic mobile applications which use audio signals for indoor localization [16, 19, 22], gesture recognition [11],
device collaboration [10] and others have already been developed
and demonstrated in research. Unlike traditional sound applications
that play single music or audio clips, these applications not only require strict timing guarantees, but also the ability of multiplexing
the sound device to record and/or play multiple audio stream sessions at the same time.
Modern smartphone software infrastructure, however, has not
been designed to provide predictable low-latency execution. Many
researchers have evaluated the real-time predictability of stock Android [15, 17, 21], leading to calls for adding predictability to Android. Previously, there has been some study on system architectures for smartphones that focused on using real-time operating
systems and virtual machines for real-time scheduling policies and
more predictable garbage collection mechanisms [12]. A real-time
extension of Android’s DalvikVM has also been developed [7] that
reduces the effect of the GC on the execution of time-constrained
components. RTDroid [25, 26] has also identified that the design
of Android’s framework can cause arbitrary delays at runtime, as
Android’s communication constructs—message passing and intent
broadcasting—process their incoming messages in first-in-first-out
ordering. These communication constructs are essential to the runtime system in Android, since not only the application, but other
built-in system constructs also rely on them. RTDroid addresses the
fundamental question of how to add real-time support to Android as
a whole by leveraging an existing real-time kernel, an off-the-shelf
real-time JVM (FijiVM [18]) and redesigned core components in
its framework. SounDroid [9] has identified two key aspects of enabling low-latency multiplexed audio signals: (1) Scheduling audio
requests with respect to timing constraints and audio frequencies of
different stream sessions. (2) Dispatching the control of the audio
device to the scheduled requests. SounDroid focuses on leveraging extra scheduling mechanisms for low-latency, on-time audio
playback/record. However, SoundDroid does not provide priorityawareness for different stream sessions. Moreover, it also fails to
consider the uncertainty of using Android audio manager that can
cause arbitrary latency. We discuss this in more detail in Section 2.
In this paper, we present a prototype sound processing system
that is capable of providing predictable, low-latency recording and
playback on Android smartphones as well as the capability of overlaying and multiplexing multiple audio streams for joint playback.
We implement our prototype as an extension to RTDroid [26] . Our
extension provides a specialized sound processing service coupled
with a declarative mechanism for specifying the sound processing
requirements of an application. We also describe a prototype val-

idation mechanism for an application that requires joint playback
of multiple audio streams. We provide preliminary empirical results, showcasing the performance of our system on multiple micro benchmarks as well as a surround sound benchmark that leverages multiple smartphones running our prototype, and a wind farm
health monitoring application that leverage sounds processing to
detect micro-fractures in wind turbine blades.

2.

BACKGROUND

Before presenting our own sound processing framework, we first
discuss how Android applications can use the audio system, how
Android processes sound, and potential limitations of Android.

2.1

Android Audio APIs

Developers can integrate audio/video functionalities using the
Android multimedia framework (android.media package). Here
we describe the most common APIs used for playing or recording
audio.

2.1.1

MediaPlayer

MediaPlayer provides the primary APIs used for playback. A
developer can use a MediaPlayer object to play audio data from

a file or a specified URI/URL. The source is passed to the object
using the setDataSource() API and applications can leverage this
object if they want to play audio from a fixed source. The MediaPlayer is most commonly used to play audio from compressed
audio files (like MP3, AAC etc.).

2.1.2

MediaRecorder

MediaRecorder works similarly to MediaPlayer but it can only
record audio data from the specified source to the file whose path is
specified in the setAudioSource() and the setOutputFile() APIs.
MediaPlayer and MediaRecorder cannot be used if additional
sound processing is to be done on the audio data played or recorded.
Applications may frequently want to process the recorded data before saving, or apply filters like equalization, echo, reverb or custom filters. For this, they need control over individual buffers of
data before they are saved or played. We discuss two classes that
provide this functionality.

2.1.3

AudioTrack

An application can directly write raw PCM audio data using the
AudioTrack object. The application can create multiple instances
of AudioTrack to simultaneously play multiple audio streams. Figure 1 shows an Android application using AudioTrack to play audio. Each instance of AudioTrack must specify the buffer size on
initialization. This buffer size determines the minimum frequency
at which data should be written to the AudioTrack object to avoid
under-runs which in turn lead to glitches and stutters in the playback. As the data is buffered in the Audio framework, the buffer
size also affects the playback latency.

2.1.4

AudioRecord

Similar to AudioTrack, the AudioRecord can read raw PCM data
from the audio hardware. The application must periodically poll
the AudioRecord object and read audio data.
In the remainder of this section we discuss how the Audio framework handles the playback and recording, and the various sources
of latency and unpredictability.

2.2

Audio Latency and Unpredictability

Although Android provides a mechanism to handle audio input
and output, there is inherent unpredictability that can result in high
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public void play(){
AudioTrack audioTrack = new
AudioTrack(AudioManager.STREAM_MUSIC,
SAMPLE_RATE, AudioFormat.CHANNEL_OUT_STEREO,
AudioFormat.ENCODING_PCM_16BIT, bufferSize,
AudioTrack.MODE_STREAM);
audioTrack.play(); // Start playback session
while(isPlaying){
...

//Application generates audio data
audioTrack.write(buffer, 0, bufferSize);

//Write audio data stored in buffer
8
9
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}
audioTrack.stop();
audioTrack.release();
}

Figure 1: Enabling Audio Playback on Android

latency in the input and output paths due to the best-effort nature of
the platform. As shown in Figure 2, there are many components involved in performing audio playback—this creates communication
and buffering delays between the different components. We examine each component and explain the sources of unpredictability
below.

2.2.1

Android Audio Framework

The first layer that handles audio in Android is the application
framework. Writing audio data to the android.media APIs discussed earlier is a push operation, which means that data written
is pushed down by the audio framework and buffered in the native
layer. The Android audio framework employs a push-based operation for playback where the audio data is pushed down and buffered
in the native layer, rather than the audio driver pulling audio data
when it is ready to play more data. This is a design decision made in
Android which results in significant latency. Unfortunately, the Android framework in general, including the audio framework, does
not provide any guarantees for predictability [26]. This means that
the push operations can also result in a high degree of latency variation. This is especially true when there are many threads competing
against each other for computational and memory resources. This
could result in audio glitches since buffer data delivery might not
happen in a timely fashion.

2.2.2

Native Libraries

The next layer that handles audio is the audio native library.
Among other components in the library, AudioFlinger provides
the most important functionality as it is the native audio server.
The AudioFlinger service
• receives audio buffers from various processes/threads playing data simultaneously
• buffers data if an application writes a buffer bigger than the
native period size,
• performs resampling on the buffer if the application data sampling rate differs from the sample rate of the native audio chip
• mixes the audio data from different processes
• and writes the mixed and resampled data to the audio driver
All these operations introduce unpredictable latency into the audio
path. Typically, it adds multiple periods to the latency depending
on the buffer size, and is difficult to precisely quantify, making it
unpredictable in terms of latency.
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Figure 2: Audio Playback on Android

2.2.3

Audio HAL

The next layer that handles audio is Android’s Audio Hardware
abstraction layer that connects the generic framework APIs defined
in android.media to device specific implementation of the audio
driver and hardware. Communication between the media server
and the audio HAL happens using standard interfaces that each
HAL implementation must provide. Vendors are free to implement
their own HAL code. Vendors usually implement closed-source
functionality in the HAL like noise suppression or plugins to improve audio clarity on their devices. Ideally, the audio HAL should
not be unpredictable in terms of latency, but Android does not have
any mechanism to guarantee that they behave in a predictable fashion.

2.2.4

Timeliness via A New Audio Framework

The current Audio architecture for Android does not provide predictable audio performance or real-time guarantees. Previous systems like RTDroid [26] explore fixed-priority scheduling, which
gives an opportunity to reduce unpredictability in the system. But
we cannot use RTDroid for audio applications as:
• It does not provide a higher level API for applications to implement multimedia capabilities and functionality for the applications to directly access the sound driver to play/record

<audio name=S0>
<source type=AUDIO_SOURCE_PERIODIC_TASK
value="Alert0" />
<sink type=AUDIO_SOURCE_DEVICE
value="AUDIO_DEVICE_OUT_SPK" />
<streamconfig CHANNEL="1" SAMPLERATE="48000" >
<stream type= STREAM_TYPE_ALERT >
</audio>
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Figure 3: Declaring an Audio Session in the Manifest

audio.
• Applications cannot concurrently use the audio resources.

Audio Driver

The last layer for audio processing in Android is the popular audio driver, ALSA (Advanced Linux Sound Architecture). ALSA
provides an interrupt driven mechanism to play or consume data
from the audio hardware. A period is defined as the number of
frames played or recorded between two sound interrupts. If the system is configured with a long period size, the kernel worker thread
that reads/writes audio data can write a larger buffer and wait for a
longer period before waking up again, this reduces unpredictability
related to scheduling of the kworker thread but increases latency as
applications must wait longer to read/write audio data. If the system is configured with a shorter period size, the kworker thread is
frequently invoked to read/write data. Any unpredictability related
to scheduling the kworker process will result in poor audio quality
for the end user. The vanilla kernel used in Android does not provide any predictability guarantees in the scheduling of the kworker
thread.

2.3
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2

• Applications need to manually configure the hardware mixers to enable the audio devices to play or record data.
The following section describes an audio framework designed to
allow real-time sound applications to achieve their latency bounds
with minimal configuration.

3.

DESIGN

In this section we propose a real-time audio framework which offers predictable, low-latency audio playback/capture and a declarative mechanism for application developers to express the real time
audio requirements in their applications. First we discuss the realtime audio manifest and how developers can express their audio
sessions in their applications, then we discuss the components of
the audio framework that enable playback and record with predictable low latency.

3.1

Audio Manifest

Our audio manifest is an extension to the Android application
manifest, where an application developer can express configuration
requirements related to audio sessions in an application. Figure 3
shows an example manifest. The audio manifest decouples complex device management and configuration from actual sound processing/synthesis code. We provide the following manifest components to fully describe an audio session.

Source/Sink.
The input and output of the audio path for a session are described
in the source and sink tag respectively.
We support the following source/sink types.
• AUDIO FILE: This type should be used when a developer
needs to play some fixed audio type from a file present in the
device memory.

RTDroid Audio Manager
RTDroid Application
Playback Session
Sound
Sessions
Sound
Sessions
Sources

Input:
– AUDIO DEVICE IN BUILTIN MIC
– AUDIO DEVICE IN WIRED HEADSET
Output:
– AUDIO DEVICE OUT EARPIECE
– AUDIO DEVICE OUT SPEAKER
– AUDIO DEVICE OUT WIRED HEADSET
– AUDIO DEVICE OUT WIRED HEADPHONE
– AUDIO DEVICE OUT LINE

Recording
Sound
SoundSessions
Sessions
Session
Sources

Stream Configuration.
In case either the sink or the source specified is a hardware device, there might be some hardware related configuration that a
developer would need to specify. These configurations include a
sample rate, the number of channels in the audio data, and a PCM
data format. For these configuration parameters, we support the
streamconfig tag in our manifest. Currently, our framework only
supports a system-wide sample rate. It is our future work to provide application-specific sample rates. Section 3.3.1 describes how
the stream configuration information is used to calculate the buffer
sizes and the periodicity of various components to reduce the latency in the system.

Stream.
We support the stream tag that defines the stream type of an audio session. The rationale behind a stream is that some audio sessions can co-exist and can be played at the same time (a user should
be able to hear a notification while listening to music), while other
kinds of streams may require exclusive and non-preemptive use of
the audio resources. This requires distinguishing different sessions
based on stream types and scheduling their playback according to
the following rules:

Result Buffer

Periodic Record
Thread

Periodic Playback
Thread

FIJIVM Native Audio Interfaces

Output redirected to Sink

Audio Hardware
devices

specified in Manifest

Audio Hardware
devices

Audio Hardware
devices

Figure 4: RTDroid Audio Framework
• STREAM TYPE MUSIC: These are regular non-mixable
audio streams, only one stream of this type at a time can be
played. Any new request of the same type will be queued and
can only be played when the playback of the existing session
of this type ends.
• STREAM TYPE ALERT: These should be used for notifications/alerts. These streams can be mixed with any stream
that is currently playing.
• STREAM TYPE HIGH PRIORITY: These should be used
only for audio streams that need to be played immediately.
Any session with this stream type would preempt any existing audio session. After STREAM TYPE HIGH PRIORITY ends,
the preempted audio session is resumed.

3.2
The audio framework routes input or output to a source or a sink
specified in the manifest, which decouples any device management
code from the audio application. Any change in the desired output
path can be directly changed in the manifest itself without any logic
change.

Audio Mixer
Realtime msg

Audio
Audio
Buffers
AudioBuffers
Buffers

• AUDIO PERIODIC TASK: For applications that process
audio or synthesize audio data, we can specify a periodic task
that writes audio data to a buffer. On each release, the periodic task must write a single buffer of audio data of a specified size. When specified as a sink, the specified periodic
task receives recorded buffers.
• AUDIO DEVICE: An application can specify the hardware
device from which it wants to record audio or play audio out
of. Our Audio Manager provides support for the following
input/output devices:

Realtime Message Handler

Audio Manager

The audio manager is our implementation of the sound server.
We have modeled the audio manager to exist within a VM instance.
Thus we will be considering only a single application execution
where an application can implement multiple services which can
implement multiple audio sessions. On each application launch, an
instance of the audio manager is created. Figure 4 shows the overall
architecture of our Audio Manager.
Throughout the lifecycle of the application the audio manager is
responsible for the following.
• Audio session management: In case of multiple audio sessions, the Audio Manager makes dispatching decisions based
on the stream type of the new requests.
• Mixing of audio data from different sessions in case multiple
audio sessions exist at the same time.
• Providing a playback thread that periodically writes aggregated audio frames from the applications to the PCM card.
• Input/output device management: The audio manager preactivates the audio hardware and sets the configuration as specified in the audio manifest

3.3

Playback Thread

A playback thread periodically writes audio data to an output
sink. If any audio data is not available for playback, the playback
thread pads the buffer and writes silent frames. This is done to
keep the output device active and reduce latency for playback when
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Figure 5: Mixing Audio Buffers
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audio manager provides audio data to the hardware in a timely manner. This is done by setting the periodicity of the Playback thread
and all active sessions to Tper . On each release, all the active audio
sessions will write a buffer of size Buffermin bytes containing Tper
seconds of data. The buffer size is calculated as:
Buffermin = 2×Tper ×(SampleRate)×(N umberof channels)
Next we discuss how the buffers are mixed to achieve overlayed
playback of multiple streams.
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Figure 6: Mixing with Multiple Audio Sessions
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Figure 7: Multiple Audio Sessions without Mixing

audio data is ready. When an audio buffer is received by the audio
manager, the playback thread plays the buffer on its next release.
The playback thread is launched on application bootup.

3.3.1

Reducing Buffering Latency

As discussed in Section 2.2.4, we want to configure the audio
system to use a shorter period to decrease the buffering latency in
the system. The native audio chip defines a minimum period size
depending on the device configuration specified in the streamconfig tag in the audio manifest. To reduce the latency we configure
the system to use the lowest possible period size (Tper ), by doing this we limit the maximum perceivable latency in the system
to Tper . To ensure a glitch free playback we must ensure that the

Stream Mixing

To provide overlayed playback when multiple PCM buffers are
written to the audio manager they are mixed using equation 1 in
Figure 5 to get a result buffer that is played by the Playback Thread.
Each buffer is mixed frame by frame as shown in equations 2 and
3 in Figure 5. With these, we can achieve mixing of PCM streams
without any clipping. We need to ensure all the audio sessions have
the same configuration; if the configrations specified in streamconfig differ we cannot mix or play the audio sessions in the application.

3.4

Application Example

Considering an example application with 5 audio playback sessions as shown in Figure 6. We consider an execution scenario
where session S3 has already been started, session S4 cannot preempt S3 and if Sessions S0-S2 are ready to run, their audio frames
can be mixed with S3’s audio frames. Thus on the next release sessions S0-S3 write a buffer containing Tper seconds of data to the
audio manager buffer. When the audio manager receives the first
buffer it copies the entire buffer to its own local buffer, whenever
any new buffer is received it mixes the contents of the local buffer
and the newly arrived buffer. On the next release of the playback
thread, it writes the local buffer to the audio driver.
Consider a different scenario as shown in Figure 7 where all audio sessions are of type Music. On bootup only Buffermin bytes of
memory is allocated, as there is no possibility of mixing in this application. If session S3 has already been started, on the next release
S3 writes frames to the shared memory, and on playback thread’s
next release it finds only a single buffer which it directly plays on
the PCM card.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

The sound framework is built as an extension to the RTDroid
framework, which uses Fiji real-time JVM. Our audio manager and
playback thread discussed in 3.2 and 3.3 are implemented within
RTDroid using the constructs provided. For device/PCM card management, we implement a native audio layer.

4.1

Audio Manager

The audio manager is implemented as a real-time service on RTDroid. On application bootup an instance of the audio manger is

Type

Start Time(s)

Duration (s)

Music session
Alert-tones 1
Alert-tones 2

MUSIC
ALERT
ALERT

0
10
15

30
10
8

Table 1: Description of Audio Sessions Invoked
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spawned. On service start the audio manager sets up the device
configuration and opens up the PCM card. The device configuration parameters specified for each session are first verified and
checked to make sure of the following.
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• All audio sessions use the same sample rate. The periodicity of the playback thread and the size of a shared buffer is
calculated according to the sample rate. If there are multiple
sessions with different sample rates, we will have to buffer
data, incurring additional latency.
• The sample rate specified is natively supported by the PCM
card. If the sample rate is not natively supported, we may
have to resample the frames causing additional latency.
After configuration validation, the audio manager opens the PCM
card using a native API implemented in the Fiji VM. This preactivates the audio path for any future session and helps reduce the
device activation latency associated with setting up mixer paths for
the hardware.
As discussed in Section 3, there is an optimal buffer size corresponding to each sample rate specified by the audio hardware.
Each application needs to write this buffer on every release. To facilitate faster transfer of audio data from applications to the audio
manager, the audio manager exposes a real-time message passing
channel. This message passing channel is the real-time equivalent
of Android’s Handler and Message interface. The real time message passing channel can contain a fixed number of messages of a
fixed size. Applications use this message passing channel to send
their audio data on each release. The audio manager implements a
RealTimeHandler which receives the buffers. This RealTimeHandler is where the buffers are mixed in case of multiple applications
playing mixable audio. The buffer mixing logic is implemented in
handleMessage which is invoked each time the RealTimeHandler
receives a buffer from an application.

4.2

Playback Thread

RTDroid provides a periodic task construct used for any periodic
operation. As audio playback/record is a periodic activity, we chose
to model the playback thread as a periodic task. The periodicity of
the playback thread has been discussed in Section 3.3.1. On each
release audio frames are written to the PCM card. If there are no
applications writing audio data, the playback thread pads the PCM
card with silence frames. By this we ensure a bound latency as the
device is still enabled and ready to play any audio frames generated
by an application.
The audio manager utilizes the native audio APIs for opening,
closing, reading from, and writing to the PCM card. These native
APIs were implemented in the Fiji VM using the tinyALSA PCM
libraries.

5.

EVALUATION

To evaluate the predictability of our audio manager, we have conducted three sets of experiments that compare the timing performance of our audio manager to Android’s audio framework. The

Figure 8: Baseline Measurements of Audio Streaming Latency:
Android shows a higher variation in latency
first set of experiments is a set of micro-benchmarks that measure
audio streaming latency. The second experiment is a synthetic application that simulates a “Mobile Theater” application, for surround sound, described in SounDroid [9, 10]. The last experiment
is a real-world acoustic application for wind turbine health monitoring.
The experimental results of the micro-benchmark and the simulated “Mobile Theater” application are collected on a Nexus 5
smartphone, which has a quad-core 2.3 GHz Krait 400 Processor
with 2GB RAM, and runs Android M (Marshmallow). For precise
timing, we enable only one core with the CPU frequency fixed. The
wind turbine application runs on Raspberry Pi Model B, as an external codec is required to enable high-quality audio playback and
capture for vibro-acoustic analysis.

5.1

Micro-benchmarks

To benchmark the audio streaming latency with stream mixing
from multiple sessions, our micro-benchmark application consists
of three audio streaming sessions with different lifetimes, as listed
in Table 1. The music session shares the same lifetime as the application, the other alert-tone sessions start at 10 seconds and 15
seconds after the application starts, respectively. As mentioned in
Section 3, all the applications write to the audio framework, where
the audio data from multiple sessions is mixed and then played on
sound devices.
We implement this micro-benchmark application to use the audio manager in both Android and RTDroid, and measure the audio
streaming latency by taking the difference of two timestamps: one
is the time when each audio stream data is written to the audio
framework, another one is the time when the mixed buffer is delivered to the hardware device.
Ideally, the second timestamp should have been taken within the
sound card driver before the mixed audio data is written to the hardware registers. However, we do not have access to the source code
of the sound card on the Nexus 5. Instead, we instrument the HAL
interfaces and record the timestamp when the HAL interface is used
to write audio data to the audio hardware driver.

5.1.1

Comparison of Base Line Tests

Figure 9 shows the audio streaming latency of each stream session on Android and RTDroid. The x-axis is the delivered sequence number of the mixed buffer in the playback thread in our
audio manager, the y-axis is the streaming latency in milliseconds.
Figure 8 shows the streaming latency of Android’s audio manager
ranging from 66 ms to 110 ms. The wider variation of the streaming latency on Android is caused by the expensive IPC communi-
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Figure 9: Baseline Measurements of Audio Streaming Latency for Different Streams: RTDroid has almost no variation, regardless of the
periodicity.

odicity.
As shown, the latency in Figure 9a is lower, as a lower period size
results in lower buffering delays. During the execution of these two
experiments, we do not observe any missed deadline for streaming
delivery. This means there are sufficient time slots during our experiment to perform stream buffering and mixing.
Figure 10 shows an overall comparison between the CDF of
streaming latency on Android and RTDroid with different configurations. Once again, Android’s audio framework shows a large
variation in latency. Our audio manager shows very little variation
in latency for both 20 ms and 80 ms periodicities.
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Figure 10: Audio Streaming Latency Comparison of Android and
RTDroid: Android has much variation, while RTDroid does not.
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To evaluate the predictability of our audio manager, we measure
the streaming latency under the following three types of noisy payloads.
• Memory noise that allocates an array of 512KB in the heap
memory
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Device W2

Figure 11: Surround Sound Application

cation of Android and a shared buffer between different sessions.
Notice that the minimum period size supported by Android’s audio
framework is 80 ms. However, the audio driver on the Nexus 5 in
fact provides native support for a 20 ms period size.
Thus, we run the micro-benchmark on RTDroid with both 20
ms and 80 ms periodicities, as shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b.
Since Android’s audio framework does not support the 20 ms periodicity, we only run our micro-benchmark using the 80 ms peri-

• Multiple session noise that creates additional stream sessions,
which can complicate the audio mixing computation
The first two noisy payloads are implemented to run in independent threads with lowest priority and 20 ms periodicity. The multiple session noise is implemented by declaring them in RTDroid’s
manifest.
We run the micro-benchmark with each type of payload on Android and RTDroid. For memory and computation payloads, we
run the experiments with 20 noise making threads. For multiple
session payloads, we run the experiment with up to 20 additional
sessions. Figure 12a is a CDF of the latencies on Android. The
figure shows that the presence of system load directly effects the
streaming latency on Android with the original audio framework.
However, Figure 12b, which presents the CDF of the streaming
latencies on RTDroid with a 20 ms periodicity, shows that the system performs consistently under various noisy conditions with our
audio manager.

5.2

Mobile Theater

We demonstrate the suitability of using our real-time audio manager for time constrained acoustic applications by implementing a
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surround sound application similar to “Mobile Theater” described
by Kim et al. [9]. The “Mobile Theater” application and other indoor localization and coordination applications require the ability
of sending multiple overlayed inaudible streams to multiple devices
for coordination. Our surround sound application uses a Nexus 5
smartphone as the coordinator, and two other Nexus 5 smartphones
as worker devices (W1 , W2 ). As Figure 11 shows, the coordinator plays an inaudible tone for synchronization every 200 ms.
In response to the synchronization tone, W1 and W2 play different inaudible tones with different frequencies as response signals
(response1 and response2 ). The coordinator collects the arrival times of response1 and response2 . Then, the coordinator receives the
signal spectrum of the recorded response signal and measures the
round-trip time between the time when the synchronization signal
is sent and the time when the response signal is received. It then
performs triangulation for localization. For accurate localization on
such applications, a high degree of synchronization accuracy (i.e.,
1 ms) has to be guaranteed [10, 11, 16, 19].
In our implementation of the surround sound application, we
measure the synchronization error as the difference between the
arrival time of two response signals from W1 and W2 . Figure 13b
presents the synchronization errors over 1000 synchronization signals. All of our synchronization errors are lower than 1 ms, ranging
from 0.03 ms to 0.32 ms. Thus, we are confident that our real-time

audio manager is suitable for implementing audio applications with
timing constraints.

5.3

Wind Turbine Health Monitoring

The final artifact we evaluate is a port of a wind turbine health
monitoring application developed for the Robust Distributed Wind
Power Engineering project [23]. The original application is implemented in a subset of the Real-Time Specification for Java (RTSJ) [6].
This application implements a crack detection algorithm for turbine
blades based on vibro-acoustic modulation. It consists of imposing
a clean audio tone of several kHz in frequency on a turbine blade
via a transducer mounted on the blade, recording audio from the
blade via a transducer mounted at a different point, and analyzing the spectrum of the induced tone [14]. It also performs other
tasks of minimal complexity, such as configuring the related audio
codecs and external hardware demultiplexers.
The original RTSJ application consists of three periodic realtime threads (a controller, an audio prober, and an audio recorder)
and an analysis thread that is not directly mapped to a periodic release schedule. The audio prober and recorder directly utilize PCM
devices for audio probing and recording via native helper functions.
It additionally requires a real-time controlled-blocking communication class for passing large batches of sample data between the
recording thread and analysis thread. To port this application to RT-

Droid, we map the first three periodic real-time threads to RTDroid
periodic Services and the analysis thread to a real-time BroadcastReceiver. Instead of directly interfacing with PCM device, RTDroid application defines two STREAM TYPE MUSIC sessions
for audio playback and audio record using RTDroid’s audio manager. The prober service associates with a playback session that
plays a generated sine wave every 50 ms. Similarly, the recorder
services associates with a recording session and recording buffer.
The prober service can access its recording buffer and perform
analysis algorithms, when it is periodically released. Communication between these services and broadcast receiver uses real-time
Intents, and the real-time communication class is no longer required due to the communication constructs provided directly by
RTDroid.
The wind turbine health monitoring application requires tight
timing requirements not only from the system for computation but
also from the sound system to perform the audio recording task.
The application has an audio recording module that should operate
within a strict deadline (50 ms). We run the wind farm application
using our audio manager for 2 hours and measure the execution
duration of the task. Figure 13a shows the frequencies of the execution durations. We can see that there are no deadline misses and
the durations are well within 50 ms.

6.

RELATED WORK

Android applications with real-time timing contraints and low latency audio processing require significant development effort. OpenSL
ES [3] has been customized and integrated into Android’s NDK,
which provides low latency audio playback, recording, and other
high-performance audio features. It mainly serves as an alternative
to the MediaPlayer and MediaRecord. However, such integration of
OpenSL ES [3] only provides native interfaces to the Android application developer. Use of these native APIs can complicate an applications deployment, since it may require root privilege for some
advanced features. In academia, researchers are also interested in
using the audio resources provided by Android based devices for
various applications with timing constraints. For instance, indoor
localization and sensing applications [16, 19, 20, 22, 28] require
the emission of high-frequency acoustic signals to achieve acceptable accuracy; Surround sound play [10] requires less than 1 ms
synchronization. This work provides a mechanism to realize such
applications with time sensitive audio requirements on the Android
platform.
SounDroid [9] outlined two main challenges of real-time audio
management in Android: 1) tight timing requirement of audio requests; 2) unpredictable dispatching latency for audio playback and
record. It addressed these two problems via SounDroid framework
APIs, which provides customized earliest deadline first scheduling and acoustic frequency division scheduling for audio requests,
and device buffer padding for unpredictable device latency. While
SounDroid makes significant contributions in terms of scheduling
requirements for Real-time sound, it does not directly address the
inherent latency and unpredictability of the system. Our work aims
to address this issue, and also provides a lower latency implementation of the sound system with session management and a declarative manifest which application developers can leverage to use our
proposed sound system.
Previous attempts to make Android amenable to real-time include the work of Maia et al. who proposed different system architectures for Android with real-time usage [12, 13, 15, 17, 21].
Kalkov et al. [7, 8] proposed to extend the garbage collection of
Android’s runtime that avoid GC pauses during the execution of
critical tasks, and explored how components interact through In-

tent messages, and re-designed it to provide priority awareness.

RTDroid [24, 25, 26] utilized an existing real-time OS kernel and
an off-the-shelf real-time JVM, and redesigned the core components in its framework layer with real-time features, including Looper and Handler, Alarm Manager, and Sensor Manager. These
works while providing a step forward in making Android suitable
for real-time applications, do not reason about the requirements of
the audio subsystem. This work enables the audio ability in RTDroid with bounded audio processing latency.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we discuss the shortcomings of the Android audio framework and its unsuitability for real-time audio applications.
We introduce the RTDroid audio architecture for managing sound
playback. RTDroid leverages a declarative mechanism for describing audio sessions in the real-time manifest. We evaluate our system using a series of micro-benchmarks as well as two real-time
applications: a surround sound application and a wind farm monitoring application. Our results show that unlike Android our audio
manager provides predictability and timing guarantees that are suitable for use in real-time audio applications.
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